ALAN WHITE INTERVIEW
November 29, 1995
White Background
Prior testimony to HSCA
Scott (station) maintained exhaustive files
Considered Oswald’s visit “worthy of note” not of extreme interest
Contacts by Americans were not frequent
Mentions “think pieces” prepared by Scott after the assassination that were being sent to HQ no sign of these in collection, so far
All cables re: assassination were funneled through Scott
Tour of duty and responsibilities as DCOS in MC
In MC from mid-1963 - mid-1965; with Agency from 1946-1976
Minimal mention of White in records or HSCA testimony
Work did involve some contact with agents
CIA Mexico City Station
Relationship with Scott
“Peculiar relationship”
Chain of command and extent of compartmentation
Knowledge of various operations
Cuba/surveillance/liaison with J MWAVE - David Phillips and Robert Shaw
Soviet operations/surveillance
Acc. to Goodpasture, White was not “in charge” of any particular operation but acted more in
a supervisory role
CIA Personnel
Ann Goodpasture
Nature of relationship with Scott - conflicting evidence
Knowledge of operations and responsibilities for them - conflicting evidence
Individual who allegedly located and assembled all materials related to Oswald’s visit
White’s description in HSCA testimony
Win Scott
Type of person
Nature of working relationship
Quality of his memory

while COS
during retirement
Memoires
James Angleton
David Phillips
What was he doing in 1963
To whom did he report
Any back channels
Liaison with JMWAVE
Robert Shaw
Division of responsibility between he and Phillips on Cuba/Covert Action matters
Translators/Transcribers/Monitors/Technical & Surveillance Staff
Contact with these employees
Extent of knowledge of operations involving these employees
Transcripts, tapes, voice comparisons - SOPs
Station liaison with US entities
FBI
Standard operating procedures for treatment of Americans when seen/heard in the
embassies
ONI
Sharing/coordinating of intelligence
INS
G-2
Warren Commission Visit in 1964
Acc. to Goodpasture, White was one of three individuals who spoke with Warren Commission
personnel
Describe activities that occurred while representatives of Commission visited the MC station
Existence of Oswald tapes - were they played for Coleman and Slawson
Circumstances surrounding interrogation of Sylvia Duran - existence of transcripts of
interrogation
Document-based questions

